As we were inspecting the dam, one
of the engineers said " Is that a curling stone ? "and it was ! My father
had once told me that on one occasion the ice had thawed very quickly
and several rinks of curling stones
were lost, and now after a century
the one below has been recovered.
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Hurrah for the Dam builders
When Ernest Shackelton set off to
reach the South Pole in 1907, he took
25 crates of whisky to raise the
team’s spirit and keep them warm. He
gave up, defeated by the harsh conditions, just days from the pole.
When a rescue ship arrived in 1909,
to pick up his men, they left all their
supplies in the hut, but the whisky
was abandoned in the snow outside.
Various attempts were made to save
the deep frozen bottles, but many had
broken and cracked, recently however
an unbroken bottle was retrieved and
after patient research the original
blend has been recreated and is now
on sale. It comes complete with commemorative wooden case, and is
is available at £100.00 a bottle. It
will make a wonderful present for
someone, or, as the value will grow
with time, think of it as an
investment.

You might just want to drink it of
course, so for a fiver a ticket you
can’t miss this chance to help the
Trust and perhaps do yourself some
good. With odds of only 500/1 it is
the bargain of the year, and it will
hopefully raise £2,500 and will
hopefully pay for the repairs to the
water wheel.
Ask any of the staff for your ticket,
but don’t if you are under 21 as you
can’t have one.
The Trustees are deeply grateful to
the good friend of the Mill who has,
for a third time, made a generous gift
to raise funds for us. If you don’t
believe in raffles but would like to
donate a fiver, or more, to the wheel
fund please do.

Those of you who have been
following the saga of the Dam since
the ice damage at Christmas, will
be as thrilled as we are to see it
repaired, the lade full, and the
wheel able to turn again.

The Dam with the hole torn in it by the ice.

Our thanks to Neil MacTaggart of
NMT Plant Ltd. of Beith for literally
leaping into the breach with one of
his big orange diggers, and repairing
it.

Sadly while the Dam was empty, no
water could get to the wheel, and this
added to the driest April for thirty
years, meant that, unseen, the ends
of the wheel brackets where they
were driven through the cast iron
rim, had dried out and shrunk, making them loose. So when water was
returned and we turned on the wheel
they slipped out as it turned, struck
the stone breast and cracked or

THE CURRENT
EXHIBITION IS A
HISTORY OF BRIDAL
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1865 TO 1990

The hole where the bracket should be.

The Water Wheel is one of our
favourite bits of the Mill and
Museum and when it breaks down,
we are upset. However you have to
remember it is a very complicated
piece of dynamic machinery in cast
iron and timber. It stops and starts, is
alternately saturated in water, dried
out, partially wetted, part dried
and so on.

Brackets dried out and breaking.

So when it breaks you just shrug,
and get on with raising the money to
buy the timber, and to employ a joiner to cut it and fit it.
Work is now underway, and we have
had the usual argument about using
hardwood or softwood, and, given
the preservatives now available, have
decided to give larch a try. Most of
both European and American mills
are now using larch instead of elm,
oak, chestnut or beech.

Being hoary headed wise old men,
mostly, we did keep patterns from
the original 1983 wheel, so cutting
them should be simplified.

This excellent exhibition serves to
indicate yet again that fashion is
cyclical, there is for instance a
distinct similarity between the lines
of the twenties and the mid sixties.
No matter the cost, a woman’s
wedding dress remains particularly
close to her heart, as can be seen by
the many that have been handed
down through several generations.
We have several mother /daughter
combinations, and it is always a
pleasure to see grandchildren being
brought to see family gowns.
Our thanks to Sandy Mc Kenzie, our
Baker from Dalry, for the wedding
cake, and to several donors who have
added further dresses since the
exhibition opened.

